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(iii) When the relative is the subject of both coordinates,
or the object of both, its repetition in the second is a matter
of choice. But to omit the relative when it is in a different
case from the first is a gross, though not uncommon, blunder.
The following are instances:
A league which their posterity for many ages kept so inviolably, and
proved so advantageous for both the kingdoms of France and Scotland.
—LOCKHART.
Questions which we either do not put to ourselves, or are turned
aside with traditional replies.—mark rutherford.
ft is just conceivable that in the last of these the subject of
'are' is 'we': if so, the sentence is to be referred to (i) above
(wrong coordination of an independent sentence with a de-
fining relative clause).
It is not easy to see why the relative more than other words
should be mishandled in this way; few would write (but see
p.70,No.5) 'This league we kept and has proved advantageous*.
The condensed antecedent-relative 'what* is only an ap-
parent exception to this universal rule. In the sentence 'What
I hold is mine', 'what* is only object to 'hold', not subject to 'is';
the subject to 'is' is the whole noun-clause 'what I hold'.
Sentences of this type, so far from being exceptions, often give
a double illustration of the rule, and leave a double possibility
of error. For just as a single 'what' cannot stand in different
relations to two coordinate verbs in its clause, so a single
noun-clause cannot stand in different relations to two coordinate
main verbs. We can say 'What I have and hold', where 'what5
is object to both verbs, and 'what is mine and has been fairly
earned by me', where it is subject to both; but we cannot say
'what I have and has been fairly earned by me'. Similarly, we
can say 'What I have is mine and shall remain mine', where the
noun-clause 'what I have' is subject to both verbs, and 'What
I have I mean to keep, and will surrender to no man', where it is
object to both; but not 'What I have is mine, and I will sur-
render to no man*. Of the various ways of avoiding this error
(subordination, adaptation of verbs, insertion of a pronoun,

